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27 Nov – 8 Dec 1983. 

 
On De Morgan’s return to Ghizeh we went 
down to see him, & lunched with Fraser 
at the De M-s. He was as pleasant as 
before; but from other things I have 
heard he is finding himself under the 
political thumb, whether he will or no: 
& he has to trim his course accordingly. 
My order for Koft was duly made out. 
We went over the Museum with Fraser, 
& I bought a fine funeral boat from Mēr 
with some other little things. After that 
Naville was at the Museum, & they opened 
the boxes with the ebony door & 
shrine side, which had only lately been 
brought down from Deir el Bahri. 
After that Fraser Q[uibell]. & self went to old 
Farag the dealer at Ghizeh. I got several 
trifles, 2 boxes of with Roman balances, &c: & 
I plunged on a roll of papyrus. It is Greek, 
of 2nd cent. or about that. There is about 
30 ft of it, of which perhaps 1/8 may be 
lost in breakages, one end being broken 
loose. I examined all the pieces which 
could be safely lifted; & can be certain 
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that it is not accounts or taxes; nor 
is it a classical text. The only good 
test words at are Memphis, Sebennytus, 
artaba, & 2nd year of a Caesar. It is 
a long text, & some words look 
legal. I do not remember any 
parallel papyrus; but it will 
probably inform us as to the internal 
business of Egypt under the Emperors, 
in some way. It may be a loss 
to me, but is possibly a great prize. 
Anyhow there is a great deal of it, 
& in fine hand & good state except 
the breaks. 
 
Q. left for the Fayum to pick up some 
of my old workers. I dined at the 
Grant’s with Naville, Mme & Mlle, 
& Wilbour. Next day I left, & 
picked up Q & 3 men at Wasta; & 
then dropped him & Ali at Der Moes 
to go to Hag Randil that night to get 
some stores & more men. I went on 
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to Girgeh & slept there. I looked over 
Girgeh, & went to the eastern cliffs 
in the afternoon, but only found a 
Coptic inscription. Q. arrived in the 
evening, but had only got two more 
workers. So we mustered 2 selves, 
cook, & five lads & boys; another 
coming down on his own account a 
few days later made six. 
 
I had enquired in Cairo & was assured that 
Cook’s agent at Girgeh would stop the post boat 
for us at Koft. He however said he 
could not possibly do it without orders. So 
I telegraphed, & got his orders. We had 
the post boat run up along side, & 
got off with all our baggage at 
Koft about 3 pm. But so long 
were the delays about camels that 
the party & baggage did not come 
up the two miles to the village till 
dark. I had gone on in advance, 
& selected ground to settle on: and 
when we got the camels up we 
stuck candles all over the place, & 
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unpacked by candle light. I have 
pitched by a piece of the old city wall, 
which is nearly 30 ft high, & on the 
north of it so that no sun can come 
on any part of our huts till late 
in the spring. There is also a good 
corner of by a projection bastion, so 
that no one can approach us on  
two sides any how. It has taken 3 or 
4 days to clear the ground, put up 
huts & arrange matters; & we now 
have as good a place as we could 
possibly get, well open to north 
entirely shaded, with open court in 
front to store stones, & with men’s  
room isolated a little in front so 
that we do not hear them. My 
old lads & boys have done very well 
all through, & the cook will succeed, - 
perhaps – probably – we may hope. [  - K.3] 
 
We are closely watched all day long by an 
old Coptic dealer & his son, whom we 
must explode on by the time we find 
who they push forward for work, so as 
to find out their men. I have made a 
preliminary plan of the town & shall begin on the 
temple at once. 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-02
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For 

F.C.J. Spurrell, Esq. 
Belvedere, Kent. 

F. Ll. Griffith, Miss Bradbury 
Mrs Haworth 

A.L. Lewis, Esq, 54 Highbury Hill, 
London. N. 
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8–22 Dec 1893 

 
We have now been at work for a 
fortnight on the temple site. The 
result so far has been only structural 
& no monuments have been found, 
except stray blocks of Ptolemaic 
work. We have cleared the foundation 
of the entrance pylon; and near 
that found some unfinished colossi 
of red granite. Within the area 
there is the base of the wall of a 
forecourt across it. Then the 
base of a portico (?); & lastly 
a massive foundation of blocks 
of Ptolemaic or Roman age, of the 
temple proper. This is surrounded 
by a wall, over 20 ft thick, of clay 
bricks, which has been greatly 
degraded, & may belong to the first 
(or an early) temple. While a later 
wall (of Roman age ?) stands on 
rubbish outside of the thick wall, & is  
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still high in the air. The low 
wall has been our principal  
work to trace so far, as it is 
unlikely that we shall find anything 
early <sculptures> outside of it. But all the 
ground inside I am intending to 
turn over in search of early statues, &c. 
This is the best place to try to solve 
an interesting problem. At the 
Ptolemaic temples of Dendera, Edfu, 
& Esneh there are no remains of 
the early statues & sculptures 
which must have existed at 
those places. Now here is the 
same condition of a Ptolemaic 
clearance & rebuilding. Did they 
put all the old work in a pit 
any where out of the way? or did 
they use it to fill up foundations? 
I hope by clearing here we may solve 
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this question. If lucky enough 
to find a heap of early works 
hidden away, we might find 
such at the other Ptolemaic temples. 
At least we shall get the plan & 
foundation deposits, as I hope, from 
here: and there must have been 
many early statues, &c, in such a 
site. 
 
We have been looking about on 
the desert for the cemetery, but 
have not yet got any great clue 
to it. It was probably on this side 
the river as I have bought three 
pieces of steles & coffin which had 
been reused in Roman times, & 
must have come from tombs. 
One has a part of a list of  
persons, including two royal 
people not yet known, a queen 
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Ha-ankh-s [  ], & a princess 

Sebek-em-heb [  ]. 
 
I have bought several interesting 
things here. A Latin inscription, 
of the building of the bridge “PONTEM 
A SOLO FECIT.”, & some Greek, &c [London, British Museum, 1894,1105.1]. 
A large stele found between 
here & the desert, has a list of 
duties levied on persons & things 
entering Egypt from the Red Sea. [  - K.114-116] 
The lowest is one obol on jars; the 
usual personal dues are 5 to 20 
drachmas, but hetairas paid 
100 drachmas. This stone belongs 
to the Museum, but is not yet removed. 
One entry for a funeral going to the 
desert & returning, (one drachma) 
proves that the Roman cemetery was  
on the desert. 
 
I bought also an altar erected by the 
Vexillarius of the Antonine archers [London, Petrie Museum, 14765], who 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-29
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8–22 Dec 93 

 
dedicates it to the great god of 
Ierablos; shewing that Jerablus 
is the real name, & Hierapolis is 
only a Greek form of it. His name is 

M. Aurelius Baal-kabos ([  ]), 
clearly Syrian. [  - K.112] 
 
We have had much trouble from 
dealers & loafers & spies about in 
our work; as a public road runs 
through the temple site we cannot 
keep people out entirely, & there 
are frequent rows. At first a Copt 
dealer & his son (the “old beast”, & the 
“little beast”) were constant watchers, 
but we huffled them out of the way. 
Then dealers came riding in & 
prying about. One who had 
been poking his nose into half 
the holes produced to me a hideous 
forgery with an air of conferring 
a favour, when I went up & 
asked him what he was about. 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-28
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I shied the stone into a pit. He 
produced a figure, & I did the same 
with that, & told him to clear 
out at once, which he did without 
a word. He then consulted with 
his man, & went to go round 
the mounds to get his beloved 
forgeries. But I baffled him: 
& after a long talk with some 
people he sent in a man to try 
& get in th at the forgeries; but I 
fended him off, so that he dare 
not come in. So they went off; but 
plucked up courage to come in soon 
after & demand the property. I 
refused. “But he paid money for them” 
said the man. “That’s a lie like the  
stones” said I. “He really did”. “Then 
he is a fool”. “But he must have them.” 
“What business had he here”. “Oh! 
he lost his way from the road”!!! 
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Considering that the road is very clear, 
& he was riding all over my 
work up & down, I replied that 
that was another lie like the 
stones: and finally they had to 
go. Next day the “little beast” 
here had got the forged tablet 
(evidently not knowing its source) & 
brought it up to try & sell it 
to me. So I have confiscated it a 
second time. 
 
Both Q. & I have had regular 
tussles with men who would not 
move off; quickly seconded by 
our own men, who mauled the  
loafers considerably each time. 
Altogether we have educated the 
spy party into fleeing at once 
whenever they see us coming in 
the distance; and the old beast & 
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little beast dare not shew face 
in the region of excavations. 
 
I went up to Luxor for a day, & 
happily found Wallis going up on the 
boat. So we went together over 
the dealers. I got several nice 
things: a fine flint chisel, a black 
granite statuette of rude work of the 
end of the XVIIth dyn, by the man’s 
name, Ka-mes: a large red jasper 
scarab of Sheshenk II in gold mount [perhaps London, Petrie Museum, 
13039]; 
a bright blue green xxx xxx[?] group 
of cat & kitten (instead of scarab) with 
name of a man Ra.s.hotep.ab.ankh 
on the base [London, Petrie Museum, 11433]: a scarab of Ra.uazed, 
(IXth dyn ?); a scarab of Mentuhotep II; 
a mace head of the brown-pink limestone 
like the Babylonian ones: a small cup 
of rock crystal [perhaps London, Petrie Museum, 41130], & many other 
things. 
The boat to return only gets to Koos 
(variously spelled Qūs, Qous, Kous, 
Gous, Goos, Gouss, &c. &c.) 
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8–22 Dec 93 

 
by 8 ½ pm, & no donkey man will 
come over so late. So I slept on 
board, & settled to get off at 
Ballas next morning as that is 
four miles (but on the West bank) 
whereas the station of Kous is 9 miles. 
<from here>. So in pitch dark at 5 ½ a.m. I was 
shuffled into a boat off the steamer. 
As there is no landing stage there, 
the a sailor carried me on shore 
& deposited me on the dry land. 
But no officials, postmen, or 
guards, could be found, so the 
letters wer for Ballas (which were 
all unpaid) could not be left, 
but were taken back to the steamer. 
I wandered up in the dark, but 
could not find any living thing 
for some time. At last I saw 
a flame, & went over to some 
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fellahin, sitting over a few thorn 
sticks blazing on the ground, & 
guarding their durra harvest. 
I sat with them till it was 
light enough to see to walk 
about, & then walked up & down 
to keep warm. After more than 
an I hour I found an old boat, with 
planks off being repaired, & in the 
hulk was a man with half an 
eye & a minute boy. These 
were the deputies of the guard of 
the post, & had twenty letters 
waiting to go off. But as the 
sailors had landed me 1/4 mile 
from the right place their 
shouting had not awoke him. 
Such is the post in Egypt. I got 
over by the ferry at last, & up 
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to my quarters by 8 a.m. 
 
At our place, by the pylon, 
we find at 15 feet down – on the 
native soil – many flints. One 
fine chisel, and a serrated triangular 
knife are the best so far. 
 
The base soil of this place is not 
a sand island, nor Nile mud, but 
a hard yellow clay. This is a 
bed of wash out of the Hammamat 
valley, which must have been 
a shoal or ridge in the Nile 
mud which attracted the early 
settlers here. Every where we 
find this yellow clay under the 
temple, just above present 
water level. 
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23 Dec – 29 Dec. 1893. 

 
Having found the thick foundations 
of the temple, & reached the bottom 
of them, we tried for the deposit at 
the N.W. corner. Q. got down into 
the hole & I recorded. In a few inches 
of cutting into the sand under the stones 
the objects began to appear: and   
altogether we scored 5 small red pottery 
vases [London, Petrie Museum, 19364-19365]; 4 small blocks of 
sandsto[ne] 
stuccoed & gil[t] [London, Petrie Museum, 34700a-34700b]; 1 small block of 
bronze [London, Petrie Museum, 34699]; glass 
plaques different colours, 2 much d[ama]ged [London, Petrie Museum, 
34698], 
& unluckily the only inscribed objec[ts… 
far as I can read the ink on them [… 

are of [  ] i.e. Philip son of Alex[ander… 

                       (it cannot be [  ] [London, Petrie Museum, 34702] 
& a broken piece of quartz, galen [… [perhaps London, Petrie Museum, 
34793 (or 34793A and 34793B)] 
alabaster & pitch [London, Petrie Museum, 34704]. [  - K.82] 
 
Girghis the Keneh dealer came over & [brought?] 
me some antikas lately; mainly scarabs, 
but not important. His son came over 
afterward with a cargo for me, of which 
I bought nearly all. The most interesting  
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-21
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piece is a basalt weight which must 
be of the beginning of the IVth dynasty. 
(actual size) rectangular with rounded 

[  ] edges. [London, Petrie Museum, 16191] 
 
This is a very early title, 
& the name Nefermaat 
is also very early. The form of the maa 

sign (cubit), [  ] instead of [  ] is 
only found in equally early times. In 
shor[t] it probably belongs to Seneferu, 
& is [cer]tainly not later than Khafra 
… M]enkaura. There is only the 
…]r of Khufu that can be as old. 
…] 454 grains; which is strange, as 
…] is very heavy for the gold 
[st]andard of 210–200 grains. A plaque 
…] Ramesside official Baken amen, a 

…] harpoon [  ], & a 
seated statuette, 7 ins high, of a man 
Nebseni, made by his son Nefermennu, [London, Petrie Museum, 15517] 
are the best of the other things. 
 
On looking over a squeeze of the XIII dyn 
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inscription, which I bought here, I see 
that Sebekhotep V is named on it 

[  ] 
apparently as a contemporary. Hence 
the queen whose son is named would 

be his mother [  ] (probably), & the 
princess whose husband is named 

would be his sister [  ] 
(probably). 
 
It is curious how many stone windows 
we have found. Two were in place in 

a Roman house [  ], stone slabs pierced 
with slits [London, Petrie Museum, 14524]. Another found in the temple 

is [  ] [London, Petrie Museum, 14527]; another from the temple is a 
lattice 

of which only bits remain [  ] [London, Petrie Museum, 14525] 

and a fifth is a rosette [  ] [London, Petrie Museum, 14526] 
 
All these are slabs of stone about […] inches 
thick, pierced through. 
 
The reputed colossus here proves to be a 
clumsy unfinished statue of some Ptolemy, 
from of no interest or value <carved out of a block of Ramessu II>. Near it 
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we found the legs & seat of a red granite 
statue, one of a pair seated together. 
The names are all gone, but the 
colour of the granite is that used by 
Amenemhat I & the work agrees 
to that age. His statue seated with a 
goddess at Medinet Fayum is a 
similar group to this. 
 
Then we found about half of a 
large stele of Ramessu II, in black-grey 
basalt(?)[Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34511 (JE 37496, 30770 bis)]. It is 

broken diagonally [  ] 
& only one side remains, but the 
fragment is about 4 ft x 6 ft. [  - K.68-69] 
There are parts of 16 lines of inscription 
recording the riches which he received 
from different lands, riches of gold, 
riches [of] electrum, riches of g[r]eat stones, 
riches [of] cattle, multitudes of riches of the 
land [of] Kush: (given by) the gods of Egypt & 
the go[ds] of the [h]ills; & horses & [l]iving beasts 
& catttl[e …]red by the great chief of [the] Khita; 

& ending by adoring Ptah Tanen. Sep [  ] 
co[m]es in often, & makes it seem as if this 
was a poem for recital, with “repeats” 
marked in it. 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-18
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Close by this stele is a double seated statue 
of Ramessu & a goddess, of which more 
when we have cleared it. 
 
At the E. end of the temple was found 
the upper scene of a limestone stele from 
which all the inscription has been 
cut off below. But it is in perfect 
state of the sculpture & represents the 

princess Ast [  ] <deceased> daughter of Ramessu VI 
offering to Osiris & Haremkhuti; she 
is named daughter of Ramessu VI, & of 
the great queen Nub-khesdeb (in “gold & 
lazuli” – a curious name) who is hitherto 
quite unknown. This scene is 3 ft wide 
& 2 ft high, in fine condition, & good 
work. [  - K.74-75] [Manchester, The Manchester Museum, 1781] 
 
A man sold me a half of a funeral stele 
(in very worn state) of a prince of Koptos 
Ankh.f.ma.ra of Ramesside age. 
 
We have had one wet day, & sta sat 
amid drippings all around as our roofs 
are only boards, without any attempt at 
keeping rain out. But it was soon over 
& dried up. 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-19
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The seated statue of Ramessu II proves to 
be a triad, R. seated between two goddesses. [  - K.63-66] [  - K.67] 
[Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 555 (JE 30770 bis)] 
His face is rather knocked about, but 
shews good work, one goddess has the 
lost the chin, & the other the face. The 
right arms are broken. Otherwise the 
group is in fine condition & of good style 
& finish, in a black & red granite. It 
weighs about 3 tons, being 6 ft high & 
5 wide. Below it is a torso, back up. 
By the brick-red granite of it I suspect 
it is from the same as the base of a 
figure which I attributed to Amenemhat 
I. 
 
A good flint knife, quite perfect, 
was found to day in an old pool 
in the yellow basal clay. Wherever 
we clear that clay on one side of 
the sta there is a black band over 
it of burnt matter & humus, & in that 
are flint flakes & pieces of knives, 
Under the black band, & on the 
yellow clay was a piece of a bowl 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-17
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exactly like that of Medum [London, Petrie Museum, 34897-34900]. 
Unluckily it 
is usually 12 to 10 ft deep down to 
the yellow clay, so we do not reach 
it in all our holes, though generally 
trying to do so. 
 
Outside of the town I tackled a rubbish heap in 
which were walls. We found brick tombs 
in it of late date; but I went on, in a 
Micawberish spirit of expecting 
something to turn up. Then we found 
isolated mausolea of brick; & I noticed one 
like “Absalom’s Tomb” at Jerusalem, perhaps 

of Ist or IInd cent. A.D. [  ] 10ft - 12ft 
On clearing the chamber 
we found a cinerary 
urn of blue glazed 

pottery [  ] 14 inches high, & 10 diameter [London, Petrie Museum, 
19478]. 
One of the largest objects of 
blue glaze that I remember. 
It is probably of the IInd cent AD. This 
pays for our work for some days, 
perhaps a week. I always like to see 
what pays the way, each day or each 
week, as we go on. 
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An entirely new style of pottery turned up 
today. It is very thick & clumsy, 
apparently a great cylinder, perhaps a 
fire holder, or a stand for a jar. 

On it are relief figures of dogs [  ] 

& the old lotus pattern [  ] [  - K.24] [London, Petrie Museum, 34867] 
which shews that it 
cannot be late. Yet is was found above 
the early flint level, & a band of the design. 
The style looks foreign, (Phoenician?), 
yet it is too heavy & coarse not to 
have been made on the spot. 
The Keneh dealer sent his son over 
with another cargo. I got a fine 

weight [  ] of 6400 grains, or 30 of the 
gold standard of 213 grs. Also a scarab of 

Dudumes [  ], which seems to place 
that unknown king to the X–XI dynasty 
by the style. I also got a handful of small 
things from him. As this journal is pretty  
full already I send it on this week. 
 

For F.C.J. Spurrell, Belvedere, Kent. F.L. Griffith 
Miss Bradbury, Mrs Haworth, 

A.L. Lewis, 54 Highbury Hill, London. N. 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-07
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29 Dec – 12 Jan 1894.(1) 

 
I have been interested in solving an old puzzle. 
For years past I have seen on pottery in 
rubbish mounds glittering grey surfaces of 
crystals, & wondered at them. Seeing some 
unusually bright ones in a mound here I 
examined them; some were as much as 1/100 
inch across, very splententsic {splendent} octahedrons. 
Suspecting them to be Magnetic oxide of 
iron I scraped off some & tried them with 
the compass needle, to which they clung. 
But how come condensed surfaces of Magnetite 
in a rubbish heap? These heaps contained 
much organic matter; & having been casually 
set burning, have burnt through like a 
brick stack, leaving nothing but highly burnt 
potsherds. In course of this slow combustion 
carbonyl must have been formed, & 
carried up iron with it till decomposed 
by reaching some air, where the iron was 
thrown down on the pottery as magnetite. Till 
this year - & the discovery of carbonyl – this 
would have been an insoluble mystery. 
 
At the East end of the temple site a long 
trench that I have been running has come up 
to a great & deep wall, very thick. This is 
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I am sorry to hear that 
my first journal seems 
to have been lost, with 
account of journey. 
But there was nothing 
important. 
 
Please forward to 
F.C.J. Spurrell, 
Belvedere, Kent. 
F.L. Griffith 
Miss Bradbury, 
Mrs Haworth 
A.L. Lewis 
54 Highbury Hill, 
London N. 
 
and I hope the next 
may be as fat as  
this! Grenfell comes 
next Tuesday he 
telegraphs. 
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Evidently the temple boundary. So I set 
many groups to clear down the side of 
it all in line. It runs apparently 
all along the temple site & has houses 
built within it, not touching it; probably 
these belonged to priests & officials. Long 
before reaching bottom half of a table of offerings 
& a stone baboon [Manchester, The Manchester Museum, 1785] have been 
found; while 
low down here was the tablet of Ramessu VI. 
So I hope that these back premises of the 
temple may have been the rubbish ground 
for religious objects, which I want to get 
at. Close to the triad we turned out 
a colossal red granite head of Caracalla; [  - K.113] [Philadelphia PA, The 
University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, E 
976] 
original work & not converted. As Naville 
found a converted Caracalla at Thmuis 
(which was another Roman station) it 
suggests that there was an order to set up 
statues of that Emperor in each garrison 
town on the occasion of his visit to Egypt. 
 
After spending some hours in turning over 
the Triad on its back, & raising it about a 
foot by rocking up, we sent for some boatmen 
to see about moving it out. They came & 
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broke some ropes over it: then got chains 
on & drew it about 3 or 4 ft up the 
slope. Then we had a palaver over terms, 
& they accepted my offer of ₤ 2 to get it out 
of the work about 100 feet away, with 
6/s a day extra if it takes over 2 days. As 
it will need 20 men it will not pay 
them to delay at this rate. So I hope to 
see it moving off, & leaving our work 
clear to proceed, as it is very much in the 
way at present. (Rather zigzag writing as 
I am lying in bed resting on my elbow.) 
 
The boatmen came up in force, & 
succeeded in getting the Triad up the  
slope out of the hole & dragging it 
out of the Temple area. It was then left 
by the roadside, ready to go on to the river. 
Next they dragged out the half stela of 
black stone of Ramessu, & tipped 
that over face down on the Triad heads, 
with a bank of soft earth between; and 
lastly we have heaped a tumulus over 
them to protect them till we leave. 
The Egyptian boy delights in an insult, 
whenever he can indulge in it quite safely. 
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We had not left the Triad half an 
hour before <a boy> had carefully spit into the 
eyes of each of the figures! 
 
Next a great granite head dress of a 
colossus of Ramessu II was found, near 
the Triad. I hope we shall not find the 
statue, for it would weigh 10 tons or 
so. [  - K.71] 
 
Then Mr Wallis came over for a couple 
of days, & immediately we had visitor’s 
luck, which always comes with friends. 
A complete stele of Ramessu III on a 
boulder of red granite, about 3 x 2 ½ 
ft, & very thick, weight about a ton. R. III 
adoring the triad of gods of Coptos, & half 
a dozen lines of usual inscription below. It is dated in the 29th year of Ram. 
III. [  - K.72sic {K.73}] [Cairo, Egyptian Museum, 30770 bis 9] 
Then in a hole against the south wall 
of the temple area I saw a long block 
of limestone, lying deep down in some 
sand bed of foundations. I thought it was 
a piece of a clustered pillar. At last 
when it was cleared I found some 
carving, & on turning it I saw it to 
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29 D. – 12.J.94(2) 

 
be the legs of a statue of Khem (or 
Min as we should now write); and it 
to my delight it was the primitive 
statue of the temple, perhaps the oldest 
sculpture in Egypt. [  - K.5] [Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 30770 bis 1]*  
This may seem 
“a long pull & a strong pull & a pull 
all together” on the belief of my friends, 
but here are reasons. (1) It was 
the great statue of the Temple at some 
time, & not a mere private object, as 
it must have been 15 or 16 feet high: the 
legs alone, from the fork to the anclessic {ankles}, 
are about 6 feet. (2) It is of soft 
limestone; whereas in any late age, 
or any historic age almost, the great 
statue would be of granite or hard 
stone. This seems to belong to the time 
when hard stone was not yet used, like 
the temple of Sneferu. (3) The work 
is extremely rough & plain, just a 
rounded mass, with a slight groove 

on each side [  ] this section, & rude 
indications of knees. It could hardly be 
referred to any of the known ages of 
Egyptian art. (4) The attitude is not 
 

*[Petrie seems to have numbered the statues differently in the photo albums,  
where this statue is referred to as ‘third statue’ in photo K.5.] 
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that sanctioned by regular use, no 
back pillar, & one hand being at 
the side: differing therefore from all 
known figures of Khem, although there  
is enough of it to prove it to be of him. 
The hand at the side is very rude & 
elementary, & pierced through to 
tie things on to the statue. 
 
(5) And on the surface on one side 
are several low relief carvings, 
most like the prehistoric rock figures 
of the Nile cliffs. One is an elephant, 
with rope tied to its trunk to lead it. 
Another is a hyaena on typical rocks 

[  ] following a <young> bull; others are 
palm <conch shells from Red Sea>, a palm branch, &c. All cut in 
very low & primitive relief; partly like 
the earliest steles, partly like the rock 
figures. [  - K.13-14, K.19-20] [  - K.15-16, K.21-22]  
 
The whole thing seems to have been a rude 
block only roughly shaped (<almost> like a Greek 
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island-figure) & then occasionally 
decorated with stray carvings. From 
all these considerations I believed that 
I saw before me one of the primitive 
idols of Egypt, which may date from 
the days of the first settlement of 
the dynastic people. May we soon 
find the remainder of it! 
 
Next day we found the head of Khem; [  - K.8, K.10] [Oxford, Ashmolean 
Museum, 1894.105c] 
a round topped lump, with big ears, & 

whiskers, ([  ]) but no face! Only a 
flattish smooth surface where face 
should be. All of it is very rudely 
fashioned on a shapeless lump; & I guess 
that finding no sufficient depth of 
stone in the top of the primitive monolith 

[  ] to carve a face, they flatted it & stuck 
one on, carved out of wood. This 
agrees with Khem having a black face 
in later sculpture. 
 
In the later temple we found many slabs 
of sculpture turned face down for a 
pavement. On raking up some dozens 
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of them we have settled that they 
belong to a temple of Antef IV ([  ]) 
so we shall have a good lot of the 
XI dynasty work. 
 
There are many little tanks of stone, [  - K.93] [London, Petrie Museum, 
14529-14531] [Manchester, The Manchester Museum, 3540] [Oxford, 
Ashmolean Museum, G.1196 (quoted by Barbara Adams but not 
confirmed)] about 
6 x 9 inside, & 3 ins deep. They have steps 
carved leading down the sides; & are rough 
at the bottom & around it. They were 
clearly set in the ground. One is inscribed 
[  ]. These are found 
about the temple. Now there is mentioned 
in an inscription a descending & ascending 
stair of 14 steps, upon which Khem was. 
I guess that the great tank of the temple 
had 14 steps down & up, &/as one of these little 
tanks has 14 steps each side: that there 
was a procession of Khem descending the 
stair & rowed across the lake & up the 
other side, hence “Khem upon his staircase”: 
that worshippers had to do ablutions in 
the temple tank, but upper folks had their 
own little tanks (like Saturninus above) in 
which they washed feet without going down 
to the public tank, but the little tanks were 
models – even to the number of steps – of the 
great tank. In one little tank is a foot 
carved in the bottom. [London, Petrie Museum, 14332] 
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25 D – 12 J. 94 (3) 

 
At the E. end of the temple area we found 
a statue – headless & footless – of Greek 
age, but good work; it is life size, standing 
holding the edge of a fringed robe. Next 
day we found the head of it, with only 
a scrap lost from the nose; it is pretty 
work, with a fillet of rosettes around 
the hair, & more detailed than would be 
expected in such sandstone. [  - K.83-84] [Philadelphia PA, The University 
of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, E 975] 
 
We found more of the Antef temple (I 
write awkwardly as I skinned my thumb 
tip with a stone) & have now 30 slabs 
of it including two ka names, two 
throne names , & one personal name, 
of the king. As a wide piece of that ground 
was in the hands of a single pair of men, 
I thought I would give some of the chances 
to my best lad Ali who had had no 
success hitherto. So I set him to 
grub out the sand bed of a hole pit 
of which we had already turned all the 
paving & carried off the Antef slabs. 
 
In an hour or two his boy came 
saying that they had pottery. So I went 
& found a foundation deposit begun; 
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Ali shewed me the places of the two or three 
pieces he had moved, & he had kept 
the rest undisturbed for me. So 
I grubbed it out. Results: a piece 
of sandstone – probably a model corn rubber [probably London, Petrie 
Museum, 15902] 
inscribed [  ] in blue paint, roughly. 
A bronze axe inscribed 
for Thothmes III also [probably London, Petrie Museum, 15892]. 
A broad bronze chisel [probably London, Petrie Museum, 15894] [Oxford, 
Ashmolean Museum, E.4297] also inscribed. 
Two narrow bronze chisels [probably London, Petrie Museum, 15895] 
[Manchester, The Manchester Museum, 3603], & a 
stylus [perhaps London, Petrie Museum, 15899] [Oxford, Ashmolean 
Museum, E.4538 (quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)]. All these 
are about half 
full size of tools. And 5 or 6 different 
pottery vases & cups [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4500 (quoted by 
Barbara Adams but not confirmed)], which are very 
interesting as shewing that the styles 
of Amenhotep III & IV were not brought 
in yet under Tahutmes III. Hence –  
as I suspected – the fine facing & blue 
painting of vases probably began under 
Amenhotep III. 
 
Soon after this we were fetched back again 
to another hole <deposit of Ali’s>, & found (only 6 ft from 
the previous place) a pit full of pottery 
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from which I took about 40 jars &  
cups, & one oval piece of alabaster 
inscribed [  ] [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4296]. 
 
We thought that was enough, &  
speculated one trial for other deposits 
tomorrow. But near sunset Ali 
came up with parts of pottery which 
he had just found; & this was not in a 
deep sand pit in the clay bed like 
the others, but in a hole higher up in 
the ground, full of hard mud. I had 
a trouble to cut it out, especially & as 
the pottery was crushed partly by 
compression of the soil. However I secured 
all the pieces of a group of 4 <5> jars 
joined together, with scorpions in 
relief on the bridges from neck to neck, 
& little figures of oxen in the round 
standing on the top [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4291 (quoted by 
Barbara Adams but not confirmed)]. They are painted 
with lines in red & black. I never 
saw any piece of Egyptian pottery so 
elaborate, or at all like it. This 
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I wish not to go beyond the readers of this 
journal. Under it I found part of 
a pottery stand, & a little green vase. 
And here darkness stopped me, so we 
banked up the place, & patrolled at 
intervals with revolver till the moon 
set, to see that no one poached 
about it. I could not persuade the 
fellows to go & sleep there. 
 
A life-size head of a Ramesside statue 
in limestone, & a leg of a life-size statue 
in basalt [perhaps London, Petrie Museum, 14630], were found; also the 
upper 
half of a dedication by [  ]. 
I bought lately half a tablet of the Emperor 
Quietus, which is probably unique [London, Petrie Museum, 14762]. It 
reads [  ] 
 
After all we settled to guard the deposit; so Q. 
& Ali went off & slept in tent by it. There were 
two men in the region about there when we 
went to pitch at 10.30 p.m. which was very 
suspicious. Probably we were only just in time. 
Next day I was all day sitting in the hole, 3 ft 
across, getting beads, scarabs, &c, out of the still 
wet mud, & it still goes down, how far we don’t know. 
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Please forward as usual 

lastly A. L. Lewis 54 Highbury Hill N. 
18–26 January 1894 

 
The foundation deposits of Tahutmes III 
were curious & puzzling. So far we 
have found 4 3 holes of his, & two undated, in 
the bed of hard yellow clay. [  ] (about [  ] 5 feet.) 
 
1 contained two or three vases [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4500 
(quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)] 
a chisel [probably London, Petrie Museum, 15894] [Oxford, Ashmolean 
Museum, E.4297], adze [probably London, Petrie Museum, 15892], 2 small 
chisels [probably London, Petrie Museum, 15895] [Manchester, The 
Manchester Museum, 3603] 
st & a rough stone with name painted [probably London, Petrie Museum, 
15902], as 
already described. 
 
2 contained about 40 various vases & saucers 
& one piece of alabaster with name [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4296]. 
 
3 was very miscellaneous. It was filled with 
common earth, not clean sand. From top to 
bottom were occasional scarabs [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, EE.669 
(quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)] & beads [Oxford, 
Ashmolean Museum, EE.238, EE.642, EE.668 (quoted by Barbara Adams 
but not confirmed)], 
11 scarabs without names, one of Hatasu & 
one eye of Tahutmes III; many little green 
glazed ware balls painted in meridians 
 
 
 



 
[  ] [perhaps London, Petrie Museum, 15910-15912] [Oxford, Ashmolean 
Museum, EE.643 (quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)] & little 
green eggs [  ] [perhaps London, Petrie Museum, 15914] [Oxford, 
Ashmolean Museum, E.4532(quoted by Barbara Adams but not 
confirmed)]; some little 
green figures [  ], occasional vases, & 
bones; but no bronze except a lance [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4533 
(quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)], 
an harpoon [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4534 (quoted by Barbara 
Adams but not confirmed)], a hook, & a tube [perhaps Oxford, Ashmolean 
Museum, E.4539 (quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)]. Among 
the 
pottery were two conjoined vases [  ] with 
faces in relief on each side of the necks [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 
E.4292 (quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)]; 
& at the top of the hole the group of 5 
conjoined vases with scorpions & 
modelled kine painted red & black [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4291 
(quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)]. 
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In one place was a pottery menat [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, EE.641], 
naming 
[  ], & the line of beads attached to it, 
but the bottom of the menat was about 
a foot away. We have over 50 objects 
all measured in position from this hole. 
 
4 we carefully cleared but found 
nothing intentional in it. In the earth 
however was the lower end of a fine 
black stone celt; this is the second found 
here[  ] both <with> ground surfaces. 
 
5 Is yet a puzzle; we have cleared out 
6 feet of earth, & not reached bottom yet. 
 
Then we reached the NW c/<N>E corner of 
the Ptolemaic temple, & took out the 
deposit of that, which is rather fuller 
than at the NW corner. Beside the gilt 
stone blocks, there is a f silver-sheathed 
wood (?) block, lead, copper, 4 glass blocks, 
mud brick, pitch, galena, chrysocolla, &c. [  - K.82] 
But no tools whatever; & all the cartouches 
only written in ink. One is however 
clear enough to make certain that it is 
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[  ] Ptolemy. We have found the 
great staircase leading 
up to the temple; besides the 
Roman staircase on one side leading 
to the later temple. A nice piece of 
intercolumnar wall of Ptolemy Soter 
remains perfect here. [  - K.76] [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 1894.106 e] 
 
An inscription of Galba turned up, 
[  ] 
interesting for the mixture of [  ] & [  ], & 
for being in Galba’s 2nd year. [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, G.1194 (quoted 
by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)] 
 
Some pots have been found exactly like 
those used for funeral offerings at 
Medum, doubtless of IVth dynasty, & 
containing bones. They are in the temple 
area, perhaps the clearance of offerings 
of IVth dynasty. We are clearing the ground. 
It is no joke to clear a few yards even, 
when there is enough earth depth to 
hold a two storied house: some of our pits 
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are 20 feet deep, & yet we are clearing 
a whole temple area. It will be an 
affair of ₤ 200 or so, but it has 
already repaid us for what it will 
cost. 
 
Among other little things the sebakh diggers 
brought me a fragment of a large 
alabaster vase of Khufu, found in the 
town rubbish, inscribed thus 
[  ] (actual size) [  - K.29] [London, Petrie Museum, 11760] 
 
This is the first evidence of Khufu in any 
town in Upper Egypt, & shews that he 
dedicated temple stuff here, as well as 
being reputed the builder of Dendera. There 
is only one other vase of Khufu known, that 
at Liverpool. His plummet that I have is 
the only other small thing of his so far as I know. 
A little chapel of Osiris has been found at a 
high level & very late. [  - K 94-95, K.101] [  - K.96-99] [  - K.100, 
K.102-104] [  - K.105-108] A stele of Osiris in it 
is Gnostic in style. He stands with falling 
cloak behind, in a circle formed by a serpent, 
with 3 stars on either side; & outside the 
circle the uza eye, & Horus seated on the 
sam & lotus group. [  - K.111] [Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 30770 bis 3 
(quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)]  
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On clearing more round the Khem statue 
to my great surprise we found another 
prehistoric colossus of Khem, which 
must have been about 13 ft high. [  - K.5] [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 
1894.105 e]* 
It is also in white limestone, & 
very shapeless; the piece reaches 
from a little above the knees to 
about the armpits. The left hand is 
in front as usual, & the right down 
the side. Hence this also differs from 
the later standard form with one 
hand raised holding a whip. The surface 
is much scaled in most parts, & there 
is no trace of reliefs on it. [  - K.17]  
 
Among other finds are a lifesize head 
of a private Ramesside statue <about Amenhotep III> [  - K.62] 
[Manchester, The Manchester Museum, 1710]; a piece 
of a stele of an unknown king, ending in 
[  ] doubtless of the XIII–XIV dyn; 
pieces of limestone with finely cut ka 
name of Pepi [  ] [  - K.32-33]: a huge 
door jamb of Usertesen I with <his> names 
on it [  - K.45] (hence both Pepi & Usertesen built 
here); three pieces of a great sandstone 
 

*[Petrie seems to have numbered the statues differently in the photo albums,  
where this statue is referred to as ‘first statue’ in photo K.5.] 
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stele, apparently religious, of Ramessides: 
the leg of a baboon & half stand, with 
name of Ramessu III: a fine large 
lions head, probably of XVIII dyn., broken [  - K.61] [London, Petrie 
Museum, 14319]  
off below: the head & bit of the throne of 
a statue about 18 ins high in limestone [  - K.36-37] [London, Petrie 
Museum, 14282-14283] 
which from the work & face is probably of an 
Antef: pa the curved part of a headrest 
in hard serpentine rudely inscribed [  ] ? 
which I take to be of a man 
[  ], & his praising & loving 
wife [  ]. These last 
two were both below the 
Antef blocks in the temple. 
 
On clearing further we have found 9 
more slabs of the Antef temple. Most 
of these are unimportant pieces, but one 
has the head & shoulders of Antef & 
head of Horus [  - K.34, K.35]. All of these slabs are in 
perfect condition, as when cut. 
The door jamb of Usertesen I [  - K.45] proves 
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very interesting. (1) It is in two blocks, 
& there has been a third. As the two 
lie contiguous they have been overturned 
& not moved since. Hence the door 
of the XII dyn temple was to the E, & 
not to the W. like the Ptolemaic & 
Roman. (2) There are very fine low 
relief figures of Usertesen & Bast, 
& Usertesen & Nekheb. [  - K.43-44] These are the 
earliest figures of these goddesses I think. 
(3) On the inner face of the doorway 
in a copy, very neatly cut of a long 
inscription of Antef [  ] dated in 
in 13th year: it is 16/<2> lines long, & 
about 2 ½ ft wide of small characters, & 
is quite complete. [  - K.38-40] [Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 30770 bis (1st 
block)] Being thus copied 
on to a block of Usertesen, & placed at 
the side of the {of thesic} entrance, for every 
one to see it, I expect it will be a 
grant to the temple by Antef. We shall 
cut the ground from under it & so 
squeeze & copy it without turning the 
block which is about 6 tons. I suppose 
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we shall saw off the sculptured faces, 
but await De Morgan’s visit here 
in a week or so to see what he 
desires. 
 
We have also found two large lions 
in limestone [London, Petrie Museum, 35294A-35294B]: the style is not at 
all 
Egyptian, but like a smaller lion [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 1894.105 b] 
& a 
bird [  - K.23] [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 1894.105] found before. I 
thought these 
must be Byzantine at first, but the 
larger lions compel one to suppose 
them earlier: they lie on the hard 
yellow clay several feet lower than 
the steps of the Ptolemaic temple, the 
bird was found in the pavement 
with the Antef blocks. So neither 
of these could be Byzantine; & moreover 
there is not a trace of anything later 
th[a]n Constantine or Diocletian about the 
temple. Hence it seems that we mu[st] 
put back these animal figures to the 
prehistoric time, as they cannot be 
of any known age of Egyptian art. 
 
<De Morgan came, & wants triad, Usertesen I block, & 
Khems; but all Antef blocks, Ptolemy wall scene, & 
Ram VI tablet &c, &c, I am to get. A block of Pepi just 
found. [  - K.32-33]> 
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Please forward as usual. 

 
26 Jan – 9 Feb /94 

 
I went over to the W. bank 
with Grenfell, to see some things that Q 
& he had noticed, & found far more than 
I had expected. (1) A very shallow town – no 
houses – only rubbish from huts, of probably 
VIth dyn: it has been all sifted over by 
sebakhim, but worked flints & a small 
green stone chisel remained. This should be 
all grubbed over by trained boys. (2) A long 
straggling cemetery, of IV–VI dyn. by the 
pottery turned out. Much of it not yet 
worked. (3) In this cemetery a small 
pyramid of rough stone, the heart of it all 
dug into anciently, & doubtless the chamber 
ruined, but should be cleared. (4) Near 
the pyramid remains of half a dozen mastabas 
of heaped stones, mostly opened anciently, but 
not recently, and two huge stone heaps 
apart, on the desert, never yet opened. (5) A 
walled town, like Gurob, of Tahutmes III, his 
name on the bricks; only the suburbs yet 
dug, & no working in the town itself. The 
temple site of it never touched in modern 
times; pieces of lintel of Ramessu II lying in it 
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Now all this is so much more than we 
can tackle in the part of a season, that 
I decide to leave it quite alone, & trust 
to its not being worked out by dealers 
before I get back. I look to it as my  
next season’s work, but must not 
let any one in Egypt know what I 
intend, or dealers will be beforehand 
with me. This is not to go beyond the 
readers of this journal. 
 
The work here has gone on well. 
 
De Morgan with his wife & assistant rode 
up just before sunset, to get an idea 
of things in half an hour. He was very 
cordial, though of course needing the 
biggest things for the Museum. If he 
will only take the unwieldy blocks I shall 
be well pleased. He saw & required the 
granite triad, the Usertesen I jamb with 
decree of Antef, & the Khem statues; and 
he definitely left to me the outer side of the 
Usertesen jamb (which must be sawn up,  
([…] 6 tons each block), all of the Antef slabs, 
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the Ramessu VI tablet, the Ptolemy wall, & 
all the small things, leaving me to make 
a selection for the Museum. Moreover 
he will send up his barge, truck, rails, 
& man to move all the large stones 
down, & a sawyer to cut the blocks, so 
as to save me expense. Doubtless 
further questions will arise about the 
later finds, but so far he has been 
quite as liberal as he could be about 
objects, & given far more help than I 
had ever expected. 
 
Since then we found some more blocks. 
It seems that it was the custom, when 
clearing the place for the Ptolemaic 
temple, to dig holes in the yellow clay 
bed & bury such sculpture & blocks as 
could not be reused. The place was 
levelled over smooth, & the sand bed 
for the Ptolemaic building laid over it 
uniformly. Hence we need to dig down 
to the sand basement, & then to search 
the smooth clay bed for any stones 
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or signs of displacement. There were 
also old holes in the clay xxx[?] filled 
up with pottery & rubbish of early 
periods. In one of these holes we 
found a colossal hawk, headless, of  
hard limestone, with dedication by 
Amenemhat III on base all in cartouche. 
[  ] [  - K.50] 
 
It is curious that Sekhet is so important here,  
Usertesen I adores Sekhet, & three rude lion 
figures have been found here. 
 
In the same hole was a smashed up tablet 
of Rahotep, of whom only a few scarabs are 
yet known [  - K.51] [  - K.52-55] [London, Petrie Museum, 14327]. It 
contained over 13 lines, & had  
all the royal name 
[  ] & here 
unluckily the throne name is lost, [  ] 
ending the line. I have had all the stuff 
searched twice carefully, & then turned over 
all the rubbish that was possible to contain 
it, & a good deal more, but cannot find 
the missing bit. I fear it is hopeless now, 
& it probably broke up into small flakes. The 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-13
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-13
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-14
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26 J – 9 Feb 

stone is a very soft & flaky limestone, so 
rotten that it can hardly be lifted, & 
flaking off in patches from the face: about 
half is lost, & many pieces just going. It 
could neither be brushed nor washed, but 
only scraped down to remove dirt & then 
slushed with water. 
 
A large slab of Pepi [  ] I think I named  
before: & another large one was found lately. [  - K.32-33] 
 
Two bits of the altar behind a statue of Khem 
were found [  ] just off the cornice; & 
half of one of the plants upon the altar [  ] 
in green glaze, in the round, 6 ins long. [London, Petrie Museum, 34696] 
These probably belonged to a fine statue in the 
temple. 
 
Then a third colossus of Khem was found, [  - K.4]* [  - K.6-7] [  - K.11-
12, K.18] [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 1894.105 d] 
from the shoulder to the below the knees: & 
on it some surface sculpture of exactly 
the same objects as on the other [  ] 
namely a tall pole with a feather 
on the top, a wreath? [  ] 
which became later the sole  
hieroglyph of Khem, objects at 
the side which might be palm 
branches (or spathes?) & a conch shell 
below. 
 

*[Petrie seems to have numbered the statues differently in the photo albums,  
where this statue is referred to as ‘second statue’ in photo K.4.] 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-08
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-02
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-03
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-04
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Now from the repetition of this group 
I am inclined to think that it was the 
form of the primitive Khem fetish; 
namely a tall pole, with a feather 
& a garland on the top, conch shells 
dangling from it, & palm branches (?) 
tied on at the sides. Such a group 
would not be repeated if it were 
a mere casual fancy. The right 
arm of this Khem is down the side, like 
the others; the left arm in front, as usual. 
 
I do not remember naming an a curious 
group of objects. All over the old centre 
of the temple are pieces of very thick 
red pottery with highly polished red facing. 
It is of large vessels, of fire holders, & 
of statues. We have arms, shoulders, &c, 
of several figures, some almost life 
size, & all of good work. One arm is as 
finely modelled as any stone statue; 
& there are parts of a wig <head dress> of an earlier type 
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than on any statue [  ], not [  ] 
Hence, as it is very unlikely that 
pottery statues would be made for 
a great temple, after stone statues were 
made & in use, I am inclined to 
see in these the first attempts at 
figure work, earlier than any stone 
sculpture. The red pottery with relief 
figures of dogs & tied lotus [  ] [  - K.24] [London, Petrie Museum, 
34867] 
which I named before, are 
all part of the same class. 
 
The greater part of a large limestone stele, 
of Ramessu II burning incense before the 
bark of Isis of Koptos, borne on priests shoulders, 
is unluckily broken in two; but it will 
set up pretty well. There is about 
10–12 ins of 18 columns of inscription below 
the scene, mentioning the Ramesseum. [  - K.70] [Oxford, Ashmolean, 
1894.106 d] 
 
A few more Antef blocks were found; 
we have about 40 altogether, averaging 2 sq. ft. 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-07
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-18
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each, all parts of scenes of large figures & 
usual inscriptions, most like the scenes 
of the Sinai tablets of the IVth dynasty [London, Petrie Museum, 14492, 
14780-14784, 14787-14790]. 
These are all thin, about 4–5 inches: & 
this points to their having only been a 
stone facing on a mud brick building. 
The Antefs could not afford to build with  
solid stone. 
 
I bought some interesting things from the 
Keneh dealers lately. Perhaps some 
may think my buyings rather overshadow 
the work; but as I have spent pur[?] <as> much 
in purchases of my own, than as on the work 
here this season so far, I ought to have 
something to say. I got a flint about 7 
ins long with a very fine serrated edge, 
30 teeth to the inch, and an exquisitely flaked 
one of this form [  ]. These are of the best 
style of such things. An hieratic tablet (XII dyn?) 
in two columns of writing, said to be from 
Abydos. An agate scarab of Ramessu II in the 
original gold ring [London, Petrie Museum, 12683]. A large bronze vase of 
Greek work 10 high, 9 diam [  ] which weighs 
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26 J. – 9 Feb 

 
less than 2 lbs, & is therefore less than 1/30 inch 
thick including the brim &c [London, Petrie Museum, 8956]. It is a fine 
example of metal work, being xxx[?] turned 
outside after hammering. Also a large pottery 
jar (XVIII dyn) painted with gazelle & palms [perhaps London, Petrie 
Museum, 8695]. 
 
I have said nothing about our domestic  
arrangements. I got a cook in Cairo, with 
difficulty; but utterly distrusted him. 
I found afterwards that he was closely 
related to the Luxor dealers, & he 
took every opportunity of sticking his 
nose into my affairs. We built & an 
oven, & he made bread; I had three 
trials, & each time it was far worse than 
village bread. So before his month 
was up I dismissed him, & we felt 
the place purified by his departure. 
I then wrote to Assiut for a cook, but 
the head of the Mission replied that he 
could get none. So at last I installed 
Hussein, one of our best boys from the 
Fayum, as cook – with instructions; & 
the bread difficulty was solved by a 
rich American Copt at Kous who makes 
the best bread in Egypt, I believe. He 
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visited us one day, with the American 
missionary from Luxor, & I expatiated 
on the bread difficulty, having heard of his 
produce. In a few days he sent a great 
basket of bread, oranges, & a turkey; & 
now he sends us weekly a stock of 
bread regularly by my messenger, & 
sometimes other things also. Of course 
he is far above being paid, but we must 
send him some return from England. 
We get on very well this way with excellent 
bread, & fowls & eggs every day, so that 
our tinned stores will spin out far 
longer than I had allowed for. 
 
I am much better than when in England. 
Sleeping freely, though being always on 
guard more or less. Stomach quite easy, 
& back all right so long as I do not 
do any heavy work, nor walk over 
12–15 miles. But I take care never 
to fag myself. 
 
Another figure has turned up, a squatting statue, 
headless & toeless, in quartzite sandstone. 
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It has a long inscription on the front, of Horuta 
great commander of the south & north, high 
priest of Heliopolis, &c [Philadelphia PA, The University of Pennsylvania 
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, E 1390]. As it weighs about 
7 cwt I have left it in the works 
until we can remove all the large 
stones altogether. 
 
Outside of the temple I have been working 
a little in the south town. Here we 
went through 5 ft of black ash & rubbish, 
& in the middle of it a fine flint knife, 
[  ] & a little armlet of plain 
gold wire with it, & therefore dated to 
XII dyn. or earlier. 
 
Much of the temple area we can hardly 
exhaust as it is covered with Ptolemaic 
pavement, some of it two & three courses 
thick; but we turn over the pavement 
around anything that we find. In 
looking over some pavement I sighted 
a block of limestone, so went down under 
a corner of it, & found it inscribed. We 
pulled over the course from above it, & 
turned it, a large slab about 3 ½ x 6 ft 
with a fine & perfect scene of Usertesen I 
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striding forward before Khem. [  - K.47-48] [London, Petrie Museum, 
14786] It will 
be an excellent piece to remove, & 
I hope to get it as the Museum will 
have the other Usertesen scenes in relief 
& this is in intaglio. It is broken across 
& so will be easier to move. All the 
Ptolemaic pavement is sandstone, & the Thothmes 
foundations also, while the Roman is 
coarse nummulitic. Hence wherever 
any fine limestone is to be seen 
we search every face of it, as it is usually XII <dyn.> 
 
We found an interesting method of keeping 
dry floors, in the old kingdom. Pots of 
this shape [  ] were turned upside down 
close together [  ] 
in rows, & paving of brick layed over 
them. Thus a dry subsoil was formed, 
which must have been much needed 
on the stiff yellow clay soil of this place. 
 
The last things are <(1)> baboon in black granite 
of XIX? about 4 cwt; with pectoral on breast of a 
high priest of Amen Fua mer [  ] adoring 
Tahuti: nose & feet are broken away [  - K.72] [Manchester, The 
Manchester Museum, 1785]: & (2)  
a large ba door jamb of red granite with 
inscription of Usertesen I. [  - K.45] 
 

Please address 
c/o Dr Grant, Cairo, till 1 Mar from England; I expect to be in London 

17th March. 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-12
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-19
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-12
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9–23 Feb 1894 The last journal 

from Koptos. 
 
The last fortnight has been as good  
as any before it. Perhaps I named  
before a red granite jamb of Usertesen I. [  - K.45] [  - K.43-44] 
Next we found a thin slab of very fine 
hard black basalt, broken from a back 
of a statue apparently [  ] thus in 
plan. [  - K.77-80] 
This though not over 2 cwt, or so, has 
about 1500 signs on it, parts of 21 very 
close lines of hieroglyphs. It is of the time 
of Philadelphos, & belonged to a man 
whose name is lost, who was majordomo 
to Arsinoe, priest of Osiris Isis & Horus, Shu & 
Tefnut of Kus, Ptah Sokar, &c: and in 
the last, & most mutilated lines, he states 
his constructing a building of 110 cubits long 
40 broad & 15 high, ([  ]), & 
that he made bronze hinges, & a pylon (? [  ]) of 
bekhen stone on the north, & a shrine of 
bekhen stone [  ] for Horus Isis & Osiris. These  
dimensions (if of the main temple) just agree 
with the temple of Tahutmes; which may 
have been the limit of the Ptolemaic temple, 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-12
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-11
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-20
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the far greater extent of pavement 
that is found being that of the courts, 
&c, up to the outer wall (about 210 x 100 <cubits>.) 
 
There will be some fine pickings to be 
had in this long inscription. 
 
Then we found three connected blocks 
of the upper part of a scene of 
Amenemhat I & Khem. [  - K.41-42] [London, Petrie Museum, 14785] This 
is 
of very fine work on desperately hard 
limestone; all in low relief. We 
have not yet cut off the back of one 
block in 1 ½ days work with saw & 
hammer. 
 
Then Mr Kennard came, in a  
small dahabiyeh from Luxor. He 
had just a few hours to look round 
when before a new foundation deposit 
of Tahutmes III turned up. There were 
not a dozen square yards left unworked 
of the temple area, yet this deposit 
luckily remained just to the nick of 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-11
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time for our visitor. I began 
clearing, & took out 90 pottery jars 
that afterno day; then setting 
guards for the night, we went on 
next day, & had out over 150 jars, 
many broken, but mendable, as I 
kept every chip <several of fine & new forms>. At the bottom of the 
pat pit, which was about 3 ft deep in 
hard yellow clay, I came on the 
bronzes, & took out 3 flat chisels [perhaps London, Petrie Museum, 15900] 
[Philadelphia PA, The University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology 
and Anthropology, E 950-951], 
4 knives [probably Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4299] [Philadelphia PA, 
The University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, 
E 949] [Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 12509 (quoted by Barbara Adams but 
not confirmed)] 
& 2 axes [probably London, Petrie Museum,15893] [probably Oxford, 
Ashmolean Museum, E.4298] all inscribed 
“(Raman kheper [  ] beloved of Khem of Koptos” 
Tahutmes III 
 
15 small chisels uninscribed [Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4535, perhaps 
E.4537, E.4639 (quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)] [London, 
Petrie Museum, probably 15897, perhaps 15898] [Manchester, The 
Manchester Museum, 3604, and perhaps 3601, 3602, 3605] [perhaps also 
Philadelphia PA, The University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology 
and Anthropology, E 952-954]: then piled 
against one side of the pit 6 pairs of 
corn grinders in sandstone (models) [probably London, Petrie Museum, 
15901, 28828-28829] [perhaps Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4295 
(quoted by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)] [probably Manchester, The 
Manchester Museum, 3590] [probably also Philadelphia PA, The University 
of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, E 956-957] 
 



 
inscribed in blue paint; & behind these 
in a recess cut in the side of the pit 
were 13 alabaster vases with lids, [  ] 
all inscribed as above [London, Petrie Museum, 15904-15906] [Oxford, 
Ashmolean Museum, E.4293] [Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 12504 (quoted 
by Barbara Adams but not confirmed)] [Manchester, The Manchester 
Museum, 3591] [Philadelphia PA, The University of Pennsylvania Museum 
of Archaeology and Anthropology, E 955A-955B], about 
5 inches high, & a cup of ore [ore: London, Petrie Museum, 28830; cup: 
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E.4505 (quoted by Barbara Adams but not 
confirmed)]. [  - K.57-60] 
 
Then the Museum boat trucks & rails 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-4-15
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arrived, & we are in the thick of 
moving out big blocks, photographing, 
squeezing, packing, &c. 
 
So far as I can see my movements 
will be thus 
leave Koft 27 Feb for Luxor 
leave Luxor 2 March for Cairo 
leave Cairo 10 March for Alex. 
leave Alex 11 Mar for Marseille 
& reach England probably 17 March. 
 
I state this before, but possibly my 
last journal may have miscarried. 
 
Mr Kennard stayed 3 days, & left 
much delighted with having hit 
on the opening of the best deposit, & 
having seen the great triad, &c, which 
we uncovered for the removal. 
 
This last deposit much alters the 
balance sheet of our return, as it 
alone is worth a quarter of our expences.  
 
Please forward as usual. 
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